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INTRODUCTION 

PhotoPrintMe is an additional service for Mitsubishi SmartD90 RT printer and Click systems to easily 
expand your photo printing service to internet. With PhotoPrintMe your customers will not only be able 
to generate orders from anywhere, but we also offer a wide range of products on our online catalogue. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When you acquire a PhotoPrintMe subscription you get a highly configurable dedicated website. You 
can customize the site appearance, manage your products on the catalogue, setup prices, promotions, 
check statistics and much more. From the same site your customers will be able to upload their photos 
and create printing orders. The validated orders will be printed on the desired location by defining your 
picking points. 
 
PhotoPrintMe also supports secure online payment methods (on demand).  
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QUICK SETUP INSTRUCTIONS 

To setup PhotoPrintMe you only need: 

 A SmartD90RT or Click. 

 An account at www.mecloudprinter.com 

Creating an mecloudprinter account 
To start using PhotoPrintMe you need an active account at www.mecloudprinter.com. To obtain an account 

just go to www.mecloudprinter.com/#/register and fill the registering formulary with your shop’s data and 

contact information. 

 

Keep this account because you will need it in order to renew your licenses or request new subscriptions. 

 Once you have created your account, you must activate it. To do this, you will receive a confirmation 

email. Please check your Spam box if you have not received it.  

IMPORTANT: You need to confirm that email in order to activate your account. 

  

http://www.mecloudprinter.com/#/register
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Registering your smartprinter 
Login with your account and click on the “Register new device” button: 

 

Just enter the Serial number of your SmartD90RT or Click and choose an Alias for your device. The alias is a 

name that can be used to recognize your device. This is useful if you own more than one device, to identify 

and distinguish them. Click Register to continue. 

 

Once you registered your device, it will appear at the main page of MECloudPrinter similar to the following 

image, and the subscriptions associated to it will be displayed like in this example. 

 

 

CONGRATULATIONS!  YOUR PHOTOPRINTME SERVICE IS NOW ACTIVATED. NOW, YOU NEED TO CONFIGURE YOUR 

PRODUCT CATALOGUE IN ORDER TO SEE YOUR PRODUCTS IN YOUR WEB SITE. TO DO THIS, GO TO: 

https://shops.photoprintme.com/<yoursystemid>/admin  
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Accessing shop configuration  

To Access the shop configuration you need to go to your shop URL + “/admin/”. For example, in a shop whose 

public URL is “https://shops.photoprintme.com/<Your System ID>/”, the settings would be accessible from 

“https://shops.photoprintme.com/<Your System ID>/admin/”. 

To enter to this side of the shop, a username and password are required. Find them in the welcome letter inside 

your equipment. There are two users who can Access the shop’s administration page: 

- Operator: This user can only validate orders. 

- Supervisor: This user can validate orders and can also access settings and configure all data like shop 

information, product catalogue, etc… 

Once you enter your admin page, you can access to the following configurations: 

 Settings / Orders / Products / Promotions / Statistics 

SETTINGS 

Site data: Info 
From this site you can setup the general information from 

your shop. This includes the shop’s name, currency, 

opening hours and location. 

The Code and Account code are internal references to link 

your shop with the equipment. Do not modify this setting. 

The Name will be shown at the top of the home page. 

Your shop’s contact info (including address, state, zip 

phone and email) will be shown with the picking point 

info during the checkout as well as on the bottom of the 

home page, under the map on the home page. This mail 

address will also receive a message each time a user 

sends an order (except if there is an email address 

introduced in the specific picking point information). 

The opening hours will also be shown as contact 

information on the home page. You can configure the 

translations for each language from this field by clicking 

on the flag icon next to the selected language. 

You can also provide a geographical location of your shop, 

and it will be displayed in the map. You can get more 

information about this by clicking on the “What is this and 

how can I get my location?” link. 
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Site data: Terms and Conditions 
At checkout, customer has to accept the terms and 

conditions to continue. From this tab, you can configure 

the text to be read if customer clicks on the “Terms and 

Conditions” link.  You can configure the translations for 

each language from this field by clicking on the flag icon 

next to the selected language.  

Site data: Privacy Policy 
From this tab you can edit the text that will be shown as the 

privacy policy. It is very important to communicate your 

privacy policy to the end user. You can configure the 

translations for each language from this field by clicking on 

the flag icon next to the selected language.  

 

IMPORTANT: Terms&Conditions must be clear and updated. Remember that you have a 

responsibility with your customers since they share personal data through the platform. 

Site data: Business Presentation  
The business presentation is a text that the user will see on the top of the main page. You can use this area to 

describe your business and give general information to the user. 

You can configure the translations for each language from this field by clicking on the flag icon next to the 

selected language.  
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Site data: Business Footer 
The business footer is a text that the user will see 

after the catalogue in the home page. You can use 

this area to give more information to your clients. 

 

You can configure the translations for each language 

from this field by clicking on the flag icon next to the 

selected language.  

 

 

 

Site data: Edit Shop URL 
Each shop has two sites. The shop URL and the 

alternative URL. You can customize the shop URL. This 

will be the primary address of your shop.  

The resulting URL will be generated from this field and 

will look like:  
 https://shops.photoprintme.com/<The value you have set>/ 

The other one is unique for your shop and you cannot 

modify it. This one usually corresponds to your 

equipment’s System ID. 

Note: If the URL you have chosen is already in use, you will receive a message. In this case you will have to 

choose another name. 

Look & Feel  
The new PhotoPrintMe allows you to customize your 

shop appearance uploading your own logo and your 

corporative colors. 

Customize Colors 

To change colors just click on the colored rectangle 

button and a color picker will appear. You can change 

two colors: 

 The color of the finish order e-mail. This will be the 

contrast color of the email that is sent to the 

customers once their order is confirmed. 

 The primary color of the shop. This color is the 

contrast color of the shop elements and will be used 

to draw details such as article labels backgrounds, 

content separators, monochrome icons... 

  

https://shops.photoprintme.com/%3cThe%20value%20you%20have
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Change your logo 

You can use your own logo, which will be shown on the header bar. Additionally, you can upload your own 

image from the “Upload Files” tab. Just click on “Select an image” and “drag and drop” an image from your 

computer to upload it. Then click on “Select” and the image will be set as 

your shop’s logo. There is a size limitation of 1MB, if your logo is too large, 

try reducing the size or compressing it. You can also use an image that you 

previously uploaded to your media library as supervisor from the Media 

Library section. Don’t forget to click on “Save Changes” to keep the changes. 

Points of Sale 
On this section you will see the list of your points of sale. A point of sale is a location where the user can 

physically go to pick up his order. To access the details of each one, click on the edit button in the “Actions” 

column or over a point of sale (in red). You can then modify the information from that point. 

Point of sale overview 

This is a quick overview of the point of 

sale settings, plus a summary of the 

orders that were received on that 

pickup point. 

 

There you can also see operator’s login data such as username and e-mail. 

By clicking on the edit button from the operator section you will be redirected 

to a form to reset the operator’s password. This requires a minimum length of 

6 characters and at least one uppercase and one number. 

Point of sale settings 

You can setup a name for each point of sale using the title field. 

The code is an internal reference to associate your printer with the shop. Do 

not modify this setting. 

 

 

The contact data given on this form will be visible in the ticket 

after finishing an order. The e-mail configured on this form will 

receive messages when orders are created in this point of sale. 

The opening hours will also be shown as contact information 

on. You can configure the translations for each language from 

this field by clicking on the flag icon.  

Note:  If this email address is added, then the email address in 

the site data info settings will not receive any message. 
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Profiles 
The PhotoPrintMe is a flexible platform that can be used in different ways.  

Depending on where the order is created, PhotoPrintME behavior may be different. For example, frontend 

appearance can be configured in different way for remote use from their homes and for local use at the shop. 

This is where profiles take importance. 

There are two available profiles: Kiosk and Full. 

Full profile  

In this profile you will be able to add extra information about your business, your promotions, etc... Customers 

can create their orders from their home, and they will see your business information at the top of the Website. 

Kiosk Profile 

Kiosk profile is a simplified version of full profile that has been optimized for local use at your shop.  

The main idea of this profile is to make the order creation process as fast as possible. This is ideal if you can offer 

to your customers a dedicated computer, placed on your establishment to create their designs at the moment 

next to the picking point. Only products will be visible, no additional information 

Accessing Profiles 

You can change your default profile in this menu. Original condition is to have Full Profile as default, even both 

Full and Kiosk profiles are activated 

 

Note: You can check each profile URL on the “Fronted Links” section, as a supervisor  

Receipts  
The receipt is the last screen that the 

customer will see after finishing an order. 

It shows the order summary (product and 

price) and pickup information. 

This setting has to be set up independently 

for each profile. You can set up for Full 

profile and for Kiosk profile.  
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The process will be the same for both profiles. 

You can configure a custom Header and Bottom text 

which appears respectively at the top and bottom of 

the receipt page. 

This texts supports Multilanguage, so if you click on 

the flag icon you will be able to setup the 

translations.  

You can also change the image that appears on this 

screen by your own logo or a promotional banner. 

(Only applies to the ticket on a 10x15) 

Note: Ticket 10x15 is Optional-On Demand  

 

Payments Data (OPTIONAL-ON DEMAND) 
It is possible to set up different payment method for both profiles.  

The payment method for PhotoPrintMe is 

based on manual validation. By default, 

when the user submits an order he has to 

go to the shop attendant to pay. Note that 

at least one method must be enabled to 

allow the user to finish the checkout 

process. Stripe / PayPal /MyRedsys (only 

Spain) menu will only appear if you have 

requested online Payment to Mitsubishi 

Electric.  
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Payments flow (OPTIONAL-ON DEMAND) 
In this menu you will be able to activate each of the validation method on each of the profiles, and set up the 

validation flow of each of the payment method you have active. 

 

When a customer sends an order, it is added to the validation queue. The orders need to be validated before 

being transferred to the printing queue. To print an order up to two actions can be required depending on the 

configured flow: order validation and printing validation. 

Order validation. This action is done by the operator and it is intended to be done after the customer performs 

the payment.  

Printing validation. This action is performed by the customer or operator, once the user is at the pick point.  

To modify the payment protocol click on Orders Flow button. 

From this setting you can define which steps are 

going to be required to validate and print an order. 
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There are four possible combinations: 

Automatic Validation Automatic Printing Resulting Flow 

Disabled Disabled Operator has to validate the order  
Then, User (or again operator) has to unlock it to be printed 

(user can do it by ticket QR or code) 
(operator can do it in admin website) 

Disabled Enabled Operator has to validate the order 
(in most cases this action will be done after payment) 
then order is sent  

Enabled Enabled No validation required. Orders are sent right after checkout. 
This flow is ideal for events, where a large amount of orders is 
submitted and the validation is not wanted 

Enabled Disabled The order has to be unlocked at the printing point. (operator or 
user can do) 

 

Flow Diagram 
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ORDERS 

Product Validation is done from the same shop’s administration page as settings. 

To validate orders you need to login as operator or supervisor and go to the “Orders” tab from the header menu. 

On this page you will see a table listing all the orders, where each row represents an order.  

 

When Automatic Validation is Disabled, operator must access to this menu to validate orders 

 

Color codes are explained in previous chapter (see flow diagram) 

When Automatic printing is disabled, the customer can unlock the order at the printing validation screen using a 

QR code or the alphanumerical code given in the receipt.  

The operator can also force this validation through the Orders list 

in admin page. 

 Validate. Validate Pending orders by clicking on the 

printer button. A popup with order details will be shown, 

click “Validate” to print, or “Validate + Ticket” if you also 

want to get a ticket (See ticket). You can also cancel 

orders from this action. They can be recovered later.  

 Cancel/Recover. Cancel or Recover previously Canceled 

orders by clicking this button, restoring the client’s order 

without needing to repeat it. 

 Ticket. You can click on this button to see detailed info 

about validated orders, with option to export the ticket to 

PDF. This way you can send it over e-mail to your 

customer, or print it with a local printer (Not the SmartD90 

RT). 
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Checkout 
In this menu you can configure the checkout form from your 

shop. Checkout can be configured separately for each profile if 

you have two profiles activated. 

Click on the button to access the 

checkout menu. 

The minimum order amount is the minimum amount that the 

user will have to pay if an order does not reach that value. For 

example, if you set a minimum of 0.50€ and the selected 

products cost 0.20€, the user will have to pay 0.50€. If the order 

costs more than this value the amount will not be affected. 

The extra order amount is a fix cost that will be always applied 

to the total cost and will be always the same amount. This is 

independent from the order cost. You can use this setting for 

example if you want collect a fee for the operator service on 

each order. You can customize the texts of this two settings by 

clicking on the flag icon as well as their translations for each 

language enabled in that shop.  

Next you have the form field configuration. With this settings 

you can configure which data you want to collect from your 

customers during the checkout. 

All the fields you mark as “Active” will be visible for the user. 

 If you only set the “Active” checkbox, it will be optional 

for the client. 

 If you also enable the “Required” option for the same 

field, the user will not be able to finish the checkout until he 

provides that information. 

The three last fields are Business Purposes, Privacy Policy and 

Terms & Conditions. The user can accept them or not by marking 

a checkbox. If they are set as required, the checkout won’t be 

completed until the user does not accept them. 

Note: It is recommended to enable and require at least the fields 

seen at this screenshot. This way you will be able to identify the 

customer once he presents in the pickup point and contact 

him/her in case there was a problem. You will also be sure that 

he has accepted the Privacy Policy and Terms & Conditions of 

the service, which almost always is needed. 
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Edit Barcode 
Your receipts can be configured to generate a barcode, which can be useful at the moment of the payment. 

Barcodes are composed by blocks, which can be combined to form custom data structures. There are 3 kinds 

of blocks, which can contain up to 4 different types of information: 

 Fixed. This allows you to write an arbitrary code into your barcode, for example the shop number. 

 Variable: This block type allows you to include product information such as product price or product 

reference in the generated barcode. The reference will be the one set on by the supervisor on the 

catalogue, and the price will be the price of the article without decimals. For example an article which 

costs 1.99 will be represented as 199. 

 Calculated. This block can be used to validate the integrity of GS1 barcode content. This process is 

automatic and you don’t have to do anything.  

There are also up to 11 supported barcode formats like EAN 13, CODE 128, CODE 39, PHARMACODE and more. 

To configure the barcode generation you need to select the barcode algorithm. The most common is EAN13. 

Note that with EAN13 the code length must have exactly 12 digits. Next, you need to decide your data structure, 

for example: 

Type Fixed Product Reference Product Price 

Length A RRRRRR PPP PP 

Example value 5 012345 999 99 

Once you have decided which information your barcode will contain, you have to define one block for each 

non-contiguous value type. For this example we would need 3 blocks: One fixed with a length of 1, one variable 

with the value set to “Reference” and a length of 6 and another variable with the value set to “Price” and a 

length of 5. 

Note: Every time you change the block amount, all the blocks will be cleared and you will 

lose the barcode configuration. 

Digital Signage 
From this page you can configure the images you want to display on the printing validation screen while it is 

not being used. You can add as many images as you want and you can also set up the waiting time to start to 

appear and the display time for each one of them. If you have a SmartD90RT this page will be displayed through 

the HDMI out or VGA out of your equipment. A monitor connected to it will display these images as well as it 

can be used as a user validator. 
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Frontend Links 
Each profile has a specific URL. Accessing the shop with that link will load the associated profile settings. 

This way, the same shop will have three URLs that you can see in this menu. 

 The main URL. This URL will open your shop with the default selected profile. 

 The other URL will display the site with the Full profile, which is configured for home/remote use. 

 The last URL will display the site under the Kiosk profile, which is optimized for local/store use. 

From this menu you will be able to get the related links and QR code of your Website. The default mode will 

always be specified. You can download your QR codes as an image by clicking on mouse right click being on top 

of the QR image and select “Save image” save it to your PC and print it if you need.  

  

Languages 

From this page you can choose the languages that will be available for your shop. There are many available 

languages that you can enable if you want. 

Adding languages to your shop 

To add a language to your shop just open the dropdown menu and select the 

language you want to add and click on the “Add Language” button. The 

language will be added to the current available languages list. 

Changing the default language 

The default language of the shop is the language that will be used to display 

the administration page. This will be also used as the default for the end user. 

To select the default language just click on the checkbox on the “Default” 

column on the row corresponding to the language you want. 
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Removing languages from your shop 

You can disable languages for your shop by clicking on the trash bin icon for the language you want to delete. 

Note that you can’t remove a language while it is marked as default. If you want to remove the language that 

is currently set as default, you would first need to set another default language. 

Editing Custom Translations 

PhotoPrintMe has Multilanguage support, which means that the users can visualize the application in different 

languages. 

This is easy for the end user. The new PhotoPrintMe has got a language selector on the top menu which allows 

to switch the application display language. When the translation for the user’s language is not available, the 

default text will be shown. The application provides translations for almost every text and the only thing the 

supervisor has to do is to provide the translations for some custom fields. This can be done from settings. Each 

text field has an option to enter translations. The default text (when there is not an available translation) can 

also be configured from the translation menus. 

Translating short texts 

Click on the flag icon next to the related text box and a dialog like this 

example will appear. Here you will have a textbox for each available 

language. Enter all the translations you want for this text and click 

save when you finish.  
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Translating larger texts 

PhotoPrintMe has a Multilanguage interface, so you have the option 

to translate large texts to any enabled language. You can switch the 

text editor to another languages by clicking on the flag icon next to 

the current language.  

 

This popup will be displayed. Here you can select the language you 

are editing to translate the text. 

Once you click on “Select”, you will change the selected language, 

and you can use the same text area to enter the translations to the 

selected language. 

 

 

 

PRODUCTS 

Catalogues 
PhotoPrintMe products are created by Mitsubishi and they are collected in Catalogues. These catalogues are 

shared between PhotoPrintMe stores. Your shop will have a catalogue named “SmartD90RT Multilanguage” or 

“Click Multilanguage” depending on your equipment. This catalogue contains a variety of products designed for 

your SmartD90RT or Click. 

You can configure your shop’s catalogues 

from the catalogue tab on the settings page. 

Just click on the “Configure” button on the 

catalogue you want to setup.  

You will see that the catalogues are structured in folders. 

The main folder is called root.  All the content at this 

location will be shown at the start page. 

On the main catalogue products are organized on the 

following categories: Photos, Miniprints (Subdivided in 

Small, Medium, Classic and Large), Collage, Greeting Cards, 

Calendars, Albums, Photo Strips and Bookmarks. 

By clicking on the Visibility button  you will show or hide 

a product or category in your shop page. Use this button to 

enable or disable the articles that you offer to your 

customers. 

By clicking on the Reset button  you will restore the 

article or the category to its default settings. Note that all 

the modifications you made (translations, references, 

custom prices…) will be lost. 
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By clicking on the Edit button  you will be able to modify the settings of a product or a category. 

Category Settings 

The available settings for a category are the following: 

The Name is the text that will be shown to the user on the client side of the store. 

This is a Multi-Language field so you can edit the translations.  

 

 

 

 

 

Product Settings 
For each product you can define a reference. This reference 

will be mainly used with the Barcode feature, to generate a 

code that can be scanned by the shop attendant at the pickup 

point. If you implement EAN 13 barcode, the reference must 

only contain numbers. 

You can also edit the product display name that the user will 

see on the product selection page. 

The next fields are the short and the long descriptions. This 

descriptions only appear in the product detailed page, when 

it is enabled. 

Use the short description to describe the product and the 

long description to give more detailed information. They are 

also translatable.  

Also you will see a QR code and an URL. They will redirect you 

to the product detailed page, even the detailed product page 

is not activated. So you can use them on promotional media 

to take users directly to the product without having to select 

it manually. 

Finally you have the detailed page of the product setting. 

When this feature is enabled, when the user selects a 

product, it will see the detailed product page before creating 

his order. 

The detailed product page gives to the user the product 

name and image, the short and long description and the 

product price.  

  

Product Name 
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Product Prices and Variant Settings 
If you click on the Variants tab on the product settings, you will be 

able to configure the prices. You can setup price ranges for any 

product. This way, the individual cost of the prints will depend on 

the amount. 

If a product has more than one variant, you can setup different 

prices between them. You can also disable specific variants by 

unchecking the “Use variant” field. 

 

PROMOTIONS 

PhotoPrintMe allows you to create promotional codes. This codes will allow your customers to obtain discounts 

or free products from your shops. 

Promotions list 
To setup promotions you have to login as supervisor into your shop and go to the promotions tab from the 

header menu. If you have set any promotion, it will appear in your promotions list. 

 

The promotions are defined by a promotional code. When the user enters this code during the checkout, the 

promotion will be applied. The codes are introduced by the supervisor in the promotion editor and can be 

changed at any moment by clicking the Edit button under the Actions column of your list. 
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New promotion 
Click on “New promotion”, on the left menu and the promotion 

editor will appear. 

There are two kinds of discounts to be applied: 

 Fixed: A fixed discount amount will be applied to the 

price. The Quantity on fixed promotions will represent 

the amount that will be discounted. Example: to 

discount 1.5€, quantity has to be set to 1.5 on the 

quantity field. 

 Percent: This discounts X % of the product price. 

 

Promotion Usage Limits: Promotions can be limited by the 

supervisor by setting usage limits. You can set limitations to: 

 Total usages: How many times the code can be used by 

anyone. After reaching that number the promotion will 

expire. 

 Per user: How many times a single client can benefit 

from this code. Note that when this option is enabled, 

the e-mail field from checkout must be set as required. 

Expiry date: Another way to terminate promotions is setting an expiration date. When this date is reached, the 

promotional code will be disabled automatically and will not be available for the clients. 

Apply to products: When you setup a promotion, by default it can be used with any product of your shop. But 

you also have the option to target the promotion to concrete products. To restrict a promotion to a specific 

product, you only have to write the ID on the following field. If you want to lock the promotion to more than one 

product you can write their respective IDs separated by a comma ‘,’ on the same field. Left this field in blank to 

apply the discount to the whole receipt. 

You can get the product IDs from the 

catalogue. Products>Configure (on any 

available catalogue) and before the 

product name you will see a reference 

starting by #. This are the product codes 

that are required while defining 

promotions. You must not copy the #, only 

the letters and numbers. 

Editing and removing a promotion: To edit 

existing promotions, go to the promotions 

tab from the header menu as supervisor. 

Then click on the edit icon at the end of 

the promotion’s row. The promotion 

editor will appear. 

To delete it, just click on the trash bin icon. 
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Coupon visibility 

In this menu you can select where to show the coupon for each profile.  

 

Your cart will look like this where you will be able to add the coupon code and click the button to apply the 

discount. 

 

STATISTICS 

The statistics page can help you to analyze many things and improve your service. With the collected data you 

can see which are most sold products, the preferred formats, your earnings and more. 

 

To start visualizing this information go to the statistics tab as a supervisor and select a period of time with the 

date pickers. Then Click on “Get Orders” and all the orders between that dates will be shown. 

If you want to perform a more advanced study, you have the option to export the data into a CSV file. The CSV is 

a format that can be imported from most spreadsheet software, such as Microsoft Excel or LibreOffice Calc. This 

way you can perform data filtering and processing as well as generating charts. 
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Important: Remember to take into account the export feature when writing your privacy 

policy. This files may contain personal data about your customers so they should not be 

published nor distributed, and should be stored in a safe location. 
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Mitsubishi Electric 
Photo Printing Solutions 

 

 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC EUROPE B.V., German Branch 

Mitsubishi Electric Platz 1 - 40882 Ratingen 

Postfach1548 – 40835 Ratingen-Deutschland 

www.mitsubishielectric-printing.com 

We are working to promote the 

value of keeping the moments 

through printing pictures.  

Note:  

All the information in this manual is subjected to changes without notice. 

Product images are for illustrative purposes and may differ from the actual product. 
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Contact information – Service & Support 

Helpdesk.messec@sp.mee.com 

www.mitsubishielectric-printing.com/support 

 

mailto:Helpdesk.messec@sp.mee.com
http://www.mitsubishielectric-printing.com/support

